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introduction

• “Why do you want to be a game designer?”
• When I ask students this question, 9
out of 10 give the same response
– “Ever since I was a smaLl child, I’ve
loved playing computer games”

• Ever since you were a small child, you’ve
loved living in a house but you don’t
want to be an architect
• “I want to make games”
– So, like a construction worker rather
than an architect?

probing

• At this point, I may get something
resembling an actual answer
• Game design is an ART form
• Game designers are creative people
• They could and often do choose to be
creative in other media
– They write stories, compose music, paint
paintings, write screEnplays, …

• So Why do they primarily design games?
• Because games are their preferred
medium of expreSsion

messages

• Artists are trying to say something
through their work
– To themselves, other people or society

• Games allow designers to say things
they can’t say any other way
• This is because games have something
no other medium has
• That something is gameplay
– Decision Processes in context

Victoria

craft

• It can be argued that game design is
not an ART but a CRAFT
• Designers of games construct
gameplay from mechanics
• In this view, designers are not
artists but enginEers solving
constraint puzzles
– Create gameplay that’s fun
– do so within time, budget, ip and other
limitations

versus

• Games, then, are designed by two
kinds of people
• Game designers design games to
say something through gameplay
• Designers of games design
games to solve the puzzle of
creating gameplay
• IdeaLly, you want a game
designer who is also a designer of
games

Just one?

• A game designer who isn’t a good
designer of games will create games that:
– have some artistic spine to them
– Are incomplete, incoherent, inconsistent and
generally inarticulate

• A designer of games who isn’t a good
game design will create games that:
– Are playable
– Are soulleSs
• Self-conscious ART games fit here

• For someone who is both, which is best?

Game designers

• Well, your game-designer self should rule
over your designer-of-games self
– The ART can be destroyed by the CRAFT
– The CRAFT can’t be destroyed by the ART

• To illustrate this, let’s look at the
civilization series of strategy games
• The video game was designed by sid meier
• It was partially inspired by a board
game designed by francis tresham
– Who died last month, sadly

• What were these games about?

Civilization (1980)

• This was a game about rise and faLl
• Even the mighty are only fleEtingly so
– Very Ozymandias

• It did this
very weLl
• Every main
mechanic
implemented
transient
power

Civ1lization (1991)

• This was about reaping what you sow
• actions have long-term consequences
– “mighty oaks From little acorns grow”

Artistic point

• the game did develop this message well
Through its city-placement mechanic
• however, its acCompanying systems
interacted with city placement messily to
introduce diFferent gameplay
– It became more about moment-to-moment
choices rather than long-term struggle

• Civilization was followed by colonization
in 1994, by sid meier and brian reynolds
– Dynamic difficulty adjustment made all major
choices pointless…

Civilization 2 (1996)

• Reynolds designed Civ2 – betTer than civ1
• Its central message was the same as
civ1’s but it was cleaned up and
augmented
• Players were
tempted with
short-term
actions
with
having longterm efFects

Civilization 3 (2001)

• Civ3 went backwards, with too much
micro-management caused by a
change
to the
message

message

• Civ3 did retain the reap-what-you-sow
artistic backbone, but interpreted
it politicalLy
• PoLlution hit hard in The end game
– as did other negative consequences

• Yes, pollution and over-population did
happen because of earlier decisions
• The problem was, these decisions were
unavoidable
• The politics deliberately built into the
game’s systems removed player choice

Civilization 4 (2005)

• Civ4 bounced back but conflicted its
message by having too many ways to win
• the main decision with a lasting
consequence
was whom to
have as your
opPonents
– And which
victory
conditions to
turn off…
– And map

Civilization 5 (2010)

• Civ5 went with new mechanics that added
complexity but muddled the meSsage
• The game became more about unit placement
than city placement
• It also had issues to do with too many
routes to
victory
• Scale was
compromised
too
– See map ->

Civilization 6 (2016)

• Civ6 doubled down on civ5’s gameplay
• Complex interactions between meaningless,
superficial systems removed its
artistic spine
• Too much
variance
in victory
conditions
• Too few
city tile
options

design

• In terms of design, civ2 is probably the
best version, followed by civ4
• Civ5 and civ6 feel like they were made by
designers of games, rather than by game
designers
• They have good/decent gameplay, but the
gameplay has no substance to it
• If the games had stuck to the message
of reaping what you sow, they would
have been beTter games
– Unless they overplayed it, like civ3

speaking

• Game designers have something to say
• Every major decision in the game flows
from this
• Bonus: it makes some decisions easier
– when you’re stuck, you ask yourself “what
am I trying to say here?”
– The answer will usually drop out of this

• “I just want my players to have a blast!”
– Why?
– If you know why, you can better follow it
through

And yet…

• The best designers of games are first
and foremost game designers
• Why, then, are so many modern
games designed by designers of games who
aren’t game designers?
• Two reasons…
• Reason 1: marketing
– A game doesn’t have to be goOd to succeed,
just not so bad that it’s embarrassing
– Discoverability beats game design when
it comes to profitability

expense

• Reason 2: expense
– Game designers often want to say something
original
– Original means risky
– Risky means could-lose-entireinvestment
– Those companies that have given big-name
designers artistic freedom often regret it
– It’s safer to go with known gameplay that
you can trust

conclusion

• Guilty Secret: most game designers and
designers of games aren’t very goOd at it
– they’re just far, far better than non-designers

• Every game will benefit from having an
artistic spine
• Figure out what the game is about and
stick with it
– Use it to inform your decisions

• Are you a game designer or a designer of
games or both?
• Why?

